
Lendermarket Q&A with Omayra 

Roig (April 2nd, 2020) 
I’ve now updated this file with her official, written answers.


A cap on interest rates was introduced in Poland. What effect do you see this having on 

loan performance? Will this also impact older loans?


The cap only affects loans issued after the 1st of April. After assessing the new interest rates, 

Creditstar doesn’t expect a significant impact to the business or investors. Also, it’s important to 

highlight that the new interests imposed by the Polish government apply for a year. Creditstar will 

continue to lend in Poland despite the new regulatory changes.


The percentage of late loans has increased for many investors on Lendermarket, it's at 

around 70% in my own account. Why the sudden increase and how are you dealing with 

this?


The majority of the loans in Poland and Spain have been extended and the government is 

applying moratorium measures. We are addressing this question together with Creditstar and 

working to minimize the impact on investors. Nevertheless, the Buyback Guarantee is still on and 

activates after 60 days since the due date, including the interest for the late period.


What effect will the debt moratorium in Spain have on old and new loans? Is Creditstar 

considering changing loan terms for investors like Buyback, etc?


The most obvious effect we are facing is the majority of the loans are extended, and as a 

consequence displayed as delayed for the investors at Lendermarket. We see this circumstance 

as exceptional and encourage investors to be patient and understanding. This moratorium does 

not affect all borrowers, but only those who lost their jobs or have a company and the income is 

reduced by at least -40%, for example, and besides, they can prove it.


There are no plans to change the loan terms for investors.


What is the number of investors registered on Lendermarket and what amount of loans was 

funded so far?


Lendermarket currently has about 2.300 registered users, out of which 1.400 are active investors 

with an average investment portfolio of around 4.500€. Around 10 Million Euros worth of loans has 

been funded so far via Lendermarket.


Why is the interest rate for some Creditstar loans higher on Mintos right now compared to 

Lendermarket?


The recent change of interest rate for Creditstar’s loans on P2P platforms is mainly taken as a 

short term move, in line with the current actions of many market participants, to ensure the 

certainty of funding to issued loans during the current times. And furthermore, to be positioned 

attractively to new investors, who are currently reallocating their portfolios from volatile asset 

groups such as stocks to fixed-income investments. In short, a step to be competitive and in line 

with the latest market expectations.




Will you open Lendermarket for non-EU investors in the future?


Yes! We welcome users residing in an extended list of countries that covers all continents. The list 

can be consulted in the registration form.


How critical will it be for Lendermarket and Creditstar, if the majority of loans can't be paid 

back, cause of econom. circumstances for lenders (job loss etc)?


Currently, Creditstar is monitoring the performance of their loan portfolio which remains at the 

usual levels, so the non-performing loans have not increased. However, they expect delays in 

repayments, and this is taken into account in their projections. As the loan amount is small, they 

are confident most of them are recoverable. They also consider government stimulus measures 

will have a positive impact on the borrowers.


When will a secondary market be implemented on Lendermarket?


A secondary market is not in our pipeline right now. Once we work with bigger IT capabilities, we 

will step on that project.


Why the separation between Lendermarket & Creditstar, even though ultimately, both 

companies have the same ownership?


Ultimately, it comes down to a strategic decision from the ultimate beneficial owner.


Note: Lendermarket and the Creditstar Group are sister companies, both belonging to the same 

ultimate beneficial owner (the founder Aaron Sosaar). 

Why was Lendermarket founded in Ireland?


Ireland met the regulative criteria that the business development team established while working 

through various countries. And additionally, what was very important to us - an English speaking 

environment. As our working language is English within the company, then we preferred to 

establish the business in the country, where we’ll be able to interact with the regulator directly in 

English. In comparison with Ireland, the UK, for example, would have proved to be more difficult 

in terms of the regulative environment. Therefore, ultimately the choice of establishing the 

business in Ireland came down to multiple deciding criteria.


Why are Irish investors not allowed to invest on Lendermarket?


Lendermarket would have to deal with withholding tax for Irish residents, which might not be 

worth the extra effort to add investors from one country.


Do you plan to allow investors to invest in their own countries? Someone that's Polish, can't 

invest in Polish loans for example.


We are revising this policy with our legal advisors. The question happened to be a bit postponed 

due to the Covid-19, but we plan to resume it in the future.


Any changes that are planned on Lendermarket in the near future?


Currently, we are focused on onboarding investors from outside Europe and improving the 

transparency of our platform.




Can you confirm that a bond about 25 million € exists, that Creditstar has to repay at 1st of 

June. If yes: how has this an effect on paying back investors?


Creditstar Group is very experienced in the bonds’ capital market having completed more than 20 

bond emissions since 2007. Creditstar’s Corporate Finance team is working on securing the 

needed investments, including refinancings, as it has done in all previous bond emissions. At this 

point Creditstar is aware that major investors are maintaining investments, meaning that they are 

not withdrawing the funds. In general, Creditstar is confident that there won’t be any difficulties in 

reaching the required investment amount-


That’s all I was able to get for now. Thank you for sending me your questions! 

Further reading:  

- My Lendermarket Review incl. other questions I asked back in December 
- Lendermarket’s recently launched blog 
- Creditstar’s financial results for 2019 (thanks ExploreP2P!) 

Last but not least, if you’re interested in Lendermarket and you’d like to support me you can 

get 1% Cashback on your investments during the first 60 days + a 2% Bonus on your 

deposit until April 30th, 2020, by using this link to sign up.

https://www.p2pinvesting.eu/lendermarket-review-my-experience/
https://medium.com/@lendermarket
https://explorep2p.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Creditstar-q4.pdf
https://www.p2pinvesting.eu/lendermarket

